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were kept close at hand to fall upon and eject any assailants
who might succeed in penetrating before they could'consolidate
their gains. On April Qth these counter-attack divisions were
too far back and unready for rapid intervention, and the result
wTas that the whole of the German forward zone was overrun
with little resistance. The great bastion of Vimy Ridge fell
into the hands of the Canadian Corps, and good progress was
made in the low ground of the Scarpe and Cojeul valleys, and
on the rolling downs between them leading up to the key hill
of Monchy-le-Preux. But the opportunity for exploiting the
fleeting prospects of a great victory thereby "opened up were not
seized, and the Germans were given time'to reconstruct a new
defensive line to the east of Virny Ridge,
On April nth, when the British advance was to be resumed
in force, it was able to make but little headway. Monchy,
indeed, fell into our hands, but an attempt to push a mass of
pursuing cavalry through was quickly held up, and a further
respite was allowed the enemy to dig himself more firmly in.
The Fifth Army to the south had also joined in with an attack
on Bullecourt, which was repulsed, and for a whole month
bitter fighting continued to flare up at intervals round this
village, the ruins of which only passed into our hands at the
very end of the battle. The "complete failure of two small
thrusts on the i4th showed that the new German positions
were too formidable to be breached save by a new general
attack.
Before this could take place, however, the French delivered
their much-heralded onslaught in the Chemin des Dames.
The Germans had received full information as to its area,
objective and force, and though their thinly-held front zone
was successfully taken, progress then came to a complete halt,
with heavy losses to the assailants. The pressure was continued
for some days, not without useful gains at various points,*but
the rosy hopes of a great and swift victory had been shattered,
and the moral effects on army and country were profoundly
disastrous. Nivelle was replaced by Petain, who found himself
left with an unreliable army, too weakened and unreliable for
offensive operations for some time to come, and only doubtfully
capable even of effective resistance to a hostile attack should one
be delivered. It was urgently necessary, if only to forestall
any such, that the B.E.F. should henceforward take upon itself
the main burden of the campaign.
On April 2$rd our second general attack at Arras took place
all along the line, but the new German defensive methods proved
themselves ; though in places the front system was penetrated,
our leading troops were at once engulfed by the counter-blows of

